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Question   Points    Score

Total for Final: 200    ___________

1 16

2 17

3 18

4 15

5 10

6 10

7 8

8 12

9 28

10 10

11 12

12 12

13 10
14 16

15 6

200
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Question 1. You are given four slides that contain cuticle preparations of fly embryos (cuticle 
preparations are late stage embryos embryos processed so that the exoskeleton, including the 
pattern of ventral denticle belts, is clearly visible)

Below is a typical cuticle from a wild-type embryo (seen from the ventral side)

You are told each slide contains embryos that are of one of the following mutant classes:

a)  Pair-rule mutant
b)  Gap mutant
c)  Homeotic mutant
d)  Ventralized mutant (laid by females homozygous mutant for a gene involved in dorso-ventral 
patterning)
(question 1 is on the next page)
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1)  Describe what you would look for on each slide to determine which slide contained which 
one of the four different mutant classes.  Include simple drawings if desired (16 points).

Pair-rule
 The mutant embryos would half as many segments as wild-type, with a deletion of every 
other segment.

Gap mutant
 The mutant embryos would show one (possibly two) deletions of a large contiguous 
region of segments.

Homeotic mutant
 The homeotic mutant embryos would have the correct number of segments, but the 
identity of one or more segments would be transformed into the identity of another segment.

Ventralized mutant
 The ventralized mutant embryos would display circumferential ventral denticle belts.  The 
normal denticle belts are just on the ventral side of the larvae, but if the animal is ventralized, 
these belts would now run completely around the embryo/larvae.

[4 points per answer]
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2) (17 points) In the first part of the course you were introduced to the Drosophila dorso-ventral 
patterning system and how genetic epistasis (hint: analysis of double mutant phenotypes) was 
used to work out the order in which the genes (and gene products) acted. Females homozygous 
mutant for some of these genes lay eggs that develop into dorsalized embryos, and females 
homozygous mutant for other genes lay eggs that develop into ventralized embryos. Explain 
how genetic epistasis analysis was used in this system to work out the order in which the genes 
act – what experiments were done, how they were analyzed, and how the results were 
interpreted.
Do not worry if you cannot remember the names of any specific genes or how they worked at 
the biochemical level.  You may call the genes A, B, C, D, etc.

 Experiments that were done (4 points):
 Homozygous DOUBLE mutant female flies that were homozygous mutant for two 
mutations giving OPPOSITE phenotypes were first generated.  For example, if A–/A– and 
B–/B– mothers produce dorsalized embryos and C–/C– and D–/D– mothers produce ventralized 
embryos, then double mutants combinations were made for A&C, A&D, B&C, and B&D.  

How they were analyzed (4 points):
 Embryos laid by these the double mutant females were then scored as being either 
dorsalized or ventralized based on their cuticle phenotypes.

How the results were interpreted (9 points):
 Gene A was considered epistatic to C if the eggs from the homozygous double mutant 
mothers for this combination gave rise to dorsalized embryos (same as if mother had been 
mutant for A alone).  If the embryos were ventralized, then C would be epistatic to A.  Combining 
the data, we might end up with a relationship like so:

C is epistatic to A is epistatic to D is epistatic to B

Because of the nature of the D/V pathway, this would also give the order in which the gene 
products act – B then D then A then C.

[Okay if the don’t give the “C is epistatic to A is epistatic to D is epistatic to B” part but go straight 
to inferring order]
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Question 3 (18 points)

A. (6 points)
A schematic drawing is shown of a hatched mouse blastocyst, shortly after the 128 cell stage, 
implanting in the wall of the uterus. Boxes and lines designate particular regions of cells. Into 
each box, put the appropriate letter or letters from the list to best identify each region. A letter 
may be used in one box, more than one box, or not used.  (Each box will contain at least one 
letter).

A.  cells that will later develop into 

extraembryonic endoderm

B. cells of the mural trophoblast

C. cells of the epiblast

D. cells of the polar trophoblast

E. fertilization envelope (zona)

F. the blastocyst cavity

G. cells that form embryonic stem 

cells if cultured in a Petri dish

H. cells that will later develop into 

the mouse

I. cells of the hypoblast (or visceral 

endoderm)

J. cells derived from the outermost 

cells of the 64 cell stage embryo

K. cells derived from inner cells of 

the 64 cell stage embryo

L. cells that actively penetrate the 

uterine epithelium

M. cells, some of which will later form 

the primitive streak

B. (6 points) Describe briefly how compaction and cleavage contribute to the establishment of 
the trophoblast and inner cell mass cells (epiblast/hypoblast) by the 32-64 cell stage: 

Compaction and cleavage generate the two different populations of cells. During 
“compaction” at the 8 cell stage, each cell forms a thin ring of tight junctions with its 
neighbors, so part of its surface is exposed to the outside medium, and part is exposed 
internally. As the 8 cells divide to 16, some divide vertically (to the surface), so that both 
daughter cells remain in the surface and form more tight junctions. Others divide 
horizontally so that one daughter cell remains in the surface layer and one is entirely 
inside, having no tight junctions (nor does it form any). At the next divisions to 32 and 64 
cells, surface cells again divide vertically or horizontally, the latter divisions releasing 
more inner cells having no tight junctions. Surface cells with tight junctions stay in the 
surface and become trophoblast. Inner cells don’t enter the surface; they stay as an 
“inner cell mass” and later become the epiblast and hypoblast.
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C. (6 points)  Describe briefly how apical-basal cell polarization, blastocyst cavity formation, 
and cell sorting contribute to the establishment of the epiblast and hypoblast (“visceral 
endoderm”) cells by the 64-128 cell stage:

Blastocyst cavity formation: Cells of the outer layer, in addition to forming tight 
junctions, undergo apical-basal polarization and pump ions, especially Na+ through the 
basal surface and into the intercellular space. Tight junctions keep the ions from 
escaping to the outside medium. Counterions also move in, and the intercellular space 
reaches a higher osmolarity than the outside medium, creating an osmotic imbalance. 
Water moves in and inflates the intercellular space, forming the blastocyst cavity. As 
water moves in, the trophoblast surface layer of cells expands in surface area, and the 
inner cell mass (a clump of cells) remains stuck to it at only one point. 

How cavity formation and cell sorting contribute to the formation of epiblast and 
hypoblast:  The inner cell mass differentiates two kinds of cells, intermixed at first 
(students may say: some cells expressing oct4, nanog, sox2, and others expressing 
gata6). Some cells, the gata6 expressing ones, sort out toward the blastocyst fluid, to 
form the hypoblast layer, leaving behind the oct4/nanog/sox2 expressing cells, which 
form the epiblast, buried between hypoblast and trophoblast (which becomes polar 
trophoblast). 

4. (15 points) 
The notochord is a distinguishing trait of all members of the chordate phylum. Summarize your 
knowledge about notochord development by writing T (true) or F (false) next to each of the 
following statements: 

F The notochord will develop in a Xenopus embryo depleted for maternal beta-catenin mRNA.

F The notochord will develop in a Xenopus embryo depleted for maternal VegT mRNA.

F The notochord will develop in a Xenopus embryo injected with anti-sense morpholinos to Nodals 
(anti-xnr1,2,4,5,6, and derriere).

T A second notochord will develop in a Xenopus embryo injected on the ventral side with Wnt 
mRNA at the 4 cell stage.

T The trunk-tail organizer of the amphibian embryo is composed of notochord precursor cells.

F The head organizer of the amphibian embryo is composed of notochord precursor cells.

T Hensen’s node of the chick embryo contains notochord precursor cells.

T Notochord precursor cells release Bmp antagonists such as Chordin, Noggin, and Follistatin in 
the Xenopus embryo.

F Notochord precursor cells release Wnt antagonists such as Frzb, Dkk, and Crescent in the 
Xenopus embryo.

T Notochord precursor cells engage in convergent extension morphogenesis.

F Notochord precursor cells engage in spreading migration morphogenesis.

T The notochord of the chick embryo is laid down behind  Hensen’s node as it regresses.

F Roofplate formation in the Xenopus neural tube depends on signals released by the notochord.

T Floorplate formation in the Xenopus neural tube depends on signals released by the notochord.

T Sclerotome formation from the somite depends on signals released by the notochord. 
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 Question 5. (10 points) 

Below is shown a schematic cross section of a 6.5 day mouse embryo, implanted in the uterine 
wall. Epiblast cells are outlined, and the primitive streak (darkened area) has begun to form on 
one side. 
Put letters from the list into the boxes to identify the designated parts of the embryo.  Some letters may be 
used more than once, and not all letters or boxes are necessarily used.

A. provides cells of the embryo and of 
some extraembryonic tissue.

B. formed from inner cell mass cells closest 
to the blastocyst cavity

C. will become anterior neural plate of the 
embryo 

D. pro-amniotic or amniotic cavity
E. descended from outer cells of the 64-cell 

compacted embryo
F. descended from inner cells of the 64-cell 

compacted embryo
G. trophoblast or trophectoderm
H. site of endo-mesoderm induction
I. was previously the blastocyst cavity.
J. Site of cerberus expression

credit also for those who put that the AVE contributes to the embryo, since it does transiently (ABFJ)
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 Question 6a (5 points)

The dorsal muscles (epaxial or primaxial muscles) of the vertebrate embryo develop from the 
somite.  In the case of the chick embryo, indicate the signals that the tissue must receive to 
continue development to the muscle fate within the somite.

Use a drawing to indicate the arrangement of tissues, and the sources of the signals.

  Early      later
It is sufficient to state that noggin acts from the midline to inhibit BMPs, the source of Bmps does not need to be 

provided.  Gremlin is optional

Question 6b (5 points). What would you predict would be the consequence to posterior muscle 
development of cutting out the node of the chick embryo at the ten somite stage?  In your 
answer illustrate what signals would be changed, and how that would affect development of the 
dorsal muscles.  

For posterior dorsal muscles, ablation of the node would result in loss of the notochord and 
floor plate, and loss of noggin and Sonic Hedgehog expression.  The dorsal domains would 
probably expand, so there may be more BMP signaling from the roof plate.  The loss of HH and 
the increase in BMP would lead to loss of epaxial muscles posterior to the node ablation.  (in 
fact the somatic cells die by apoptosis!)
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Question 7  (8 points)
Name eight (or more) functions of BMP signaling.

1.  Early embryo of Xenopus: induction of epidermis/repression of CNS
2. Induction of ventral mesoderm/repression of dorsal mesoderm
3. Induction of ventral/posterior endoderm/repression of dorsoanterior endoderm
4.  Somite stage
5. Induction of dorsal spinal cord/neural crest
6. Repression of epaxial muscle, 
7.   Sclerotome
8. Induction of lateral somite(hypaxial muscle)
9.    Induction of cartilage condensation
10.  Induction of cell death in the interdigital mesenchyme
11.  Inhibition of Apical Ectodermal Ridge persistence/FGF function
12.  Induction of neurons in sympathetic ganglia (see question 10b)

13. (induction of dorsal structures in Drosophila -DPP)
14. (Patterning of imaginal disks in Drosophila)
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Question 8 ( 12 points)
Strong signals in the embryo usually evoke a feedback response.  
Provide three examples where signaling in the embryo elicits a negative feedback, for full credit, 
each feedback mechanism should use a different mechanism, either outside the cell, or acting 
at the cell surface, or inside the cell (added during exam) in different ways.   Illustrate each 
mechanism using diagrams that show the pathway with or without the production of antagonist 
elicited by feedback.  Partial credit if antagonist correctly given, without negative feedback loop
1. Lefty2 induction in the primitive streak by nodal
nodal signaling turns on lefty, which blocks nodal signaling through binding to the cripto/oep co-
receptor for the nodal receptors

2. Induction of Patched by hedgehog signaling
Hedgehog signaling turns on patched expression, patched is the receptor for HH (and a 
negative regulator of , and binds excess hedgehog.  So turning on patched limits the range and 
activity of hedgehog.

3. Induction of noggin in the condensing cartilage, 
Adding BMPs induces mesenchyme to condense into cartilage, but one of the genes that is 
expressed in condensing cartilage is noggin.  Noggin works as an extracellular antagonist, by 
binding to BMPs with high affinity.

4. induction of sprouty by FGF
in the insect tracheal system, high FGF signaling, induces sprouty expression, which antagonizes FGF signaling 
inside the cell.  ,5.  Hairy repression of Notch signaling in somite formation, 6. Fringe repression of Notch signaling, 
turned on by Notch- or anything else that works! 
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Question 9
An embryologist wishes to understand developmental mechanisms in a new marine organism 
that is named Drapeau franciscensis.  The organism can be raised in the lab, and induced to 
ovulate by raising the temperature slightly.  The animals shed both sperm and eggs, and if two 
or more are raised together, these eggs are fertilized and develop into a small worm that 
differentiates twenty segments.  The egg has a similar shape to a chicken egg, but is much 
smaller.  The head develops from the pointed end, and the tail segments subsequently 
differentiate from a proliferating tailbud.  
Remarkably, one can cut up the early cleavage stages with a razor blade, and the fragments 
continue to develop and differentiate.  
As with Xenopus embryos, injected mRNAs are slow to diffuse after injection, while fluorescent 
dextrans diffuse fast, and lipophilic dyes permanently mark the membranes of the cells into 
which they are injected.  
The genome of the animal turns out to be remarkably small, and after a genome sequencing 
project, analysis of the genes predicts that this is related to the chordate embryo, with the usual 
complement of chordate genes. 

9a) (10 points ).The embryologist does experiments which indicate that the animal uses a 
mechanism similar to that in the chick embryo to develop the tail segments.   What three 
experiments would you consider to be the key ones underlying this view?  Include at least one 
that deletes the tip of the tailbud.

1. Description of hairy gene expression by in situ hybridization:  Take embryos of different 
stages, fix and do in situ hybridization.  We predict that as the tailbud elongates there should 
be different patterns of cyclic gene expression seen.

2. Is this a manifestation of a cycle?
Cut the embryo into two (left and right) strips.  Fix one immediately, fix the other partway 
through the segmentation cycle.  We predict that the two halves should show gene 
expression in different parts of the cycle, illustrating that the different patterns in 1. are not 
simply stochastic representations of different static patterns, but rather represent a dynamic 
cycle of hairy gene expression.

3. Does the cycle require a propagating signal from the tailbud, or is it autonomous to the 
different regions/cells.  To address this question, we cut off the tailbud, and ask whether the 
hairy gene expression, or the pattern of gene expression declines or changes.  We find that 
no the removal of the tailbud does nothing in the short term, and the remaining fragment still 
shows aspects of the expression seen in 1.

Also , any coherent description of the FGF8 loss driving differentiation wavefront, tests using ko 
for Notch, multiple hairy genes…..
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Question 9b (6 points) Normally the  Drapeau develops gill appendages on the ten posterior 
segments.  The number of gills increases from one pair per segment in the anterior, to five pairs 
per segment in the posterior (see drawing).  However, after cutting off the tailbud, all remaining 
segments develop only one pair of gills.  Grafting in a tailbud in the middle of the organism 
produces an animal with five pairs of gills at the graft site, with progressive reduction in both 
directions.

To identify the potential candidates for a signal mediating this effect, you carry out a small in situ 
hybridization screen, and find that a patched homologue is expressed at high levels in the 
normal tailbud, and when the tailbud is grafted elsewhere, patched is expressed in a graded 
way with a highpoint next to the graft.

What other transcripts would you look for in this pathway, and which ones would you most 
expect to be spatially localized in the animal, and where?

A Hedgehog gene should be expressed and should be expressed locally in the tailbud
B we expect a smoothened transcript (probably everywhere)
C we expect gli transcripts (probably everywhere, maybe upregulated near the HH 
source)

Others are possible and will get credit, e.g. fused, suppressor of fused, etc. etc.
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9c. (12 points) The Drapeau can be injected easily and morpholino oligonucleotides work well. 
What are the properties of a secreted morphogen that you would test to see whether the 
pathway you proposed has the properties of one activated by a secreted morphogen? Outline 
the experiments, controls and the proposed result and interpretation  

properties of a secreted morphogen:
expressed locally, and present in a graded concentration
able to elicit multiple (more than 2) fates depending on the concentration

We will do an experiment analogous to the removal of Smo in a clone in the spinal cord
Inject fertilized eggs with a MO against smo.  Also inject a fluorescent dextran(or other 
tracer)  as a lineage tracer for these cells when they are transplanted.
Control 1, leave some smo MO injected embryos alone, they should develop no gill 
appendages (or mention below the expectation that the grafted bit will make no appendages), 
while uninjected embryos are normal, supporting the expectation that the number of gill 
appendages is a readout of the strength of HH signaling.
Other option for a control
Do a rescue experiment to show that appendages are restored in the MO injected embryos by 
injecting a Smo mRNA that is not targeted by the MO.
Experiment:
Transplant one or two developing smo MO injected segments into a region near the 
tailbud.  This provide a “barrier” by making a region that cannot respond to the localized HH 
source at the tailbud, so that if the mechanism of long range signaling is by a relay, then 
this will interrupt signaling and lead to loss of gill appendages anterior to the graft 
(potential result 1).  
We predict that the result will be that the fluorescently labeled graft will not make gill 
appendages.  The region posterior to the graft will make the normal structures.
But most important, and consistent with the morphogen model-
The region anterior to the graft will make appendages.  What about the number?  Because 
the graft will not increase Ptc expression, there will be little Ptc to sop up the diffusing HH, and 
the HH will efficiently cross the graft assuming the morphogen model is right.  There may be 
more than the usual number of gill appendages anterior to the graft, further illustrating the 
efficient movement of HH.
Other possible controls:  graft uninjected segments- no change from normal pattern

Should have at least one control and a clear statement of the expected result in the case of 1. 
the relay model or 2 the morphogen model.
A picture would be nice, unless the verbal explanation is crystal clear.

Knockout experiment OK only if it includes the requirement for developing Drapeau ES cells.  
Generation of mutants OK, if well described how one would find them, and use them
Gain of function experiments- partial credit since they do not provide such rigor (i.e. need an 
experiment to rule out relay).
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Question 10a.(4 points) The sympathetic nervous system is derived from the neural crest.  
What experiment would you do to demonstrate this?  How would this experiment (or a variant of 
the experiment) show that cells are not committed to the sympathetic ganglion fate as they 
leave the neural tube?

To demonstrate that the sympathetic nervous system comes from the neural crest, we label the 
neural crest in the trunk, by injection of dextran into a cell, or DiI applied to the neural tube (can 
apply externally or inject DiI into the lumen)
We predict that sympathetic ganglia would be (at least partially) labeled.

A more precise experiment to test whether cells are committed to a particular fate follows the 
fate of an individual neural crest cell leaving the neural tube, to test whether it has a single set of  
fates after the progeny reach their targets, or whether it can make multiple cell types.
Use fluorescent dextran injection into single cells, and find that multiple neural crest derivatives 
are labeled- indicates that cells are not committed.
 (On the other hand, were we to find that single cell labels consistently gave rise to only one 
kind of progeny, then we might expect that they are committed when they leave)

10b (6 points) 
Normally the cells that produce the neurons in the sympathetic ganglia migrate past the 
rudiments of the aorta, and removal of the aortic rudiment prevents these cells from forming 
neurons.  The aorta is a potent source of BMP2.  How would you test whether it is BMP 
signaling, or another signal, that is necessary to specify neural crest cells as neurons? How 
would you test whether BMP signaling is sufficient?

To test whether the BMP that is made from the aorta is needed for specifying the neurons, co-
culture the aorta and neural crest cells, in the presence or absence of Noggin protein.  Predict 
that Noggin, a BMP antagonist, blocks neuron formation, (and that restoring excess BMP 
restores neurons)

Is it sufficient.  Culture neurons in the presence or absence of BMP protein.  Predict that Bmp 
induces more neuron formation than the absence of BMP.
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Question 11a.(4 points) 
If you explant a piece of dorsal spinal cord from the chick, the neural crest cells migrate 
out, and can migrate across a substrate coated with fibronectin, or cadherin.  
Surprisingly, if they are plated on a substrate coated with ephrin, they will eventually 
show adaptation, and migrate on the ephrin coated surface, which may seem at odds 
with the idea that ephrin is a chemorepellent.  What experiment shows clearly the 
differences between adhesion properties of various molecules, and demonstrates that 
ephrin is indeed a chemorepellent?

The “stripe assay”, where alternating stripes of different substances are applied to the 
substrate, gives the migrating cells a choice between migration routes.   In this context, 
they will avoid the ephrin, showing that when given a choice, the ephrin acts as a 
chemorepellent.

11b (4 points) Draw a migrating neuronal growth cone; How does this migrating neuronal 
growth cone respond to a functional dose of ephrin puffed out of a small micropipette?  

The growth cone collapses near where the ephrin is applied, while the cytoskeleton 
away from the ephrin is not affected.  This results in growth cone turning, away from the 
ephrin

11c (4 points) Given that cells can become adapted to ephrin, what behavior would you 
expect for a migrating neuronal growth cone where a functional dose of ephrin is added 
uniformly to the medium in the dish?

Expect that on addition of ephrin, the growth cone would collapse, and stop migrating, 
but as it adapts, the cytoskeleton is again extended and the growth cone resumes 
migration.
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Question 12 (12 points) 
Shown below is a classic drawing of the skeleton of the Coelacanth, a lobe-finned fish, 
that is thought to be similar to the fish ancestors of the tetrapods.  The fish has some 
paired fins, and some in the midline (indicated by the lines).  Assuming that you are 
easily able to obtain embryos at any stage for these fish, and can isolate any gene 
sequence that you want, what experiments (at least three) would you do to test whether 
the outgrowth of these fins is similar in developmental mechanism to vertebrate limbs?  
Restrict your answer to a discussion of FGF signaling.

1.  We expect that FGF8 would be expressed in the Apical ectodermal ridge at a time 
that the fin buds are growing out

2. we expect that if we cut off the AER, where FGF8 is expressed, that the fin would 
show distal truncations of the skeleton, illustrating that the AER is needed to promote 
outgrowth, probably because it is a source of FGF

3. We expect that if we restore FGF by applying FGF beads continuously to the fin 
buds after removal of the AER, then the outgrowth would be restored.

(also, FGF10 expression in mesenchyme; loss of SHH expression after removal of 
FGF expressing AER; FGF8 conditional KO showing proximal truncations –though 
this would be far from feasible without coelacanth ES cells etc!)
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Question 13a (8 points)
a) Shroom function and Planar Cell Polarity signaling are used in neural tube 
closure.  Describe their effects on cell behaviors and how the cell behaviors 
contribute to closure of the neural tube. 

Shroom in the context of an epithelium induces apical constriction.  In the 
context of the neuroepithelium, this wedging behavior induces rolling up of the 
tube by forming hinges (either locally or globally)

PCP signaling is needed for the polarized cell intercalation that drives 
convergence and extension.  In the absence of the convergence behavior, the 
neural folds are not brought into apposition, and so fail to fuse.

Question 13b (2 points) What is an effect of i) mild and ii) severe defective PCP 
signaling on mouse development? 

i) deafness (failure to orient the hair cells in the cochlea, and resulting failure of 
function)

ii)  Spina bifida, (or craniorachisisis or death due to neural tube defects)
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Question 14a  (12 points) 
In the mouse, a BMP family member, known as GDF8 or myostatin, has been shown to 
be a negative regulator of muscle development.  
How would you manipulate the GDF8 gene, in the mouse, to prove that GDF8 is a 
negative regulator of muscle development? Describe the steps used in the experiment, 
starting with ES cells, a cloned gene, and mice, and ending with a “mighty mouse”.

1. modify GDF8 genomic clone to contain a neoR gene replacing essential exons of 
GDF8- (i.e. make a null mutant construct with antibiotic resistance marker)
a drawing would be nice

2. electroporate ES cells, and select for neo/g418 resistance
3. screen es colonies (by Southern blot, or by PCR) for correct homologous integration 
of the electroporated gene into the GDF8 locus.
4. inject “targeted” ES cells into blastocysts from a mouse with a different coat color
5. Put back blastocysts into a pseudopregnant /foster mother and  select pups with coat 
color chimerism
6. breed to other coat color marked mice, and check for transmission of the recombinant 
gene.
7. expand population so that you have heterozygous females and males
8. cross the hets to observe 3:1 segregation of -/- “mighty mice”.
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Question 14b(4 points) GDF8 might act strictly cell autonomously if it does not diffuse 
away from the cell surface, or might be a diffusible factor whose effect spreads between 
cells.  If you wanted to know whether GDF8 has a cell-autonomous effect on muscle 
development how would you do the experiment?  

To test whether GDF8 acts cell autonomously we predict that in the context of a normal 
animal GDF8 cells would selectively overgrow, or contribute excessively to muscle 
formation.

So we make a chimera between wild type cells, and marked GDF8 cells (or vice 
versa)
To do this we can aggregate embryos (since GDF8-/- is viable, we don’t need to worry 
about having to cross hets, and figure out later who the -/- embryos are).
Or inject wt ES cells into GDF8 mutant blastocysts (or vice versa)

By following the marked cells, we can tell whether GDF8 mutant cells selectively 
contribute to larger muscle mass (in the case of cell autonomy), or simply distribute 
evenly (if there is a large contribution of GDF8 cells to the chimera, we may expect 
larger overall muscle size, but we would see a large contribution of GDF8 cells to all 
tissues, and not just the muscle)

Question 15 (6 points)

In the spinal cord there is a ventral to dorsal set of genes expressed, including nkx2.2, 
olig2 and irx3.  
What binding sites would you expect to be present in the enhancer that controls irx3 
expression, and why do you expect these sites to be there?

High affinity Gli binding sites that respond to low level HH signaling from the ventral 
floor plate/notochord.
Expect olig2 sites, because there is cross repressive interaction between Olig2 and 
irx3 that sharpens the boundary of expression between them, so olig2 sites should be 
present.

(other possibilities, pax3/7 binding sites to exclude expression from the dorsal domain, 
Nkx2.2. sites that may exclude expression of Irx3 in the ventral domain)
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